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Introduction
The VAS/DCB industry is a highly competitive market, where merchants innovate constantly to 
attract new customers. However, the different players’ actions are not always transparent. This 
fast pace of change and lack of transparency mean the market is difficult to monitor. Advertisers 
regularly change how they are targeting customers. They move their traffic between Google Ads, 
social media, and apps - which leaves room for fraudulent traffic aiming to trick or bribe users 
into subscribing to VAS. 

VAS/DCB is also the latest industry to be hit by a wave of payment fraud -  apps containing 
malware are triggering auto-subscriptions. Fraudsters change tactics constantly, leading to an 
ever growing number of users becoming subscribed to VAS without their consent. 

It is paramount that mobile network operators have access to VAS specific market insights. With 
reliable data, mobile networks can effectively mitigate risks to the consumer and to their brand. 
Empello, as the longest standing anti-fraud company in the industry, brings transparency to the 
VAS/DCB market.

This white paper aims to outline the key challenges mobile operators face when managing VAS/
DCB on their networks. It includes:

     1) VAS/DCB market in 2020 
     2) VAS/DCB compliance in 2020 
     3)  In 2020 malware apps defeated OTP protection measures

By the end of this report, you will understand the key risks faced by VAS/DCB consumers in 2020. 
With this detailed overview of different trends and risk factors, you will be able to make informed 
decisions about how to protect payments and monitor VAS/DCB on your networks.
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2020 VAS/DCB Market 
Round-up
2020 has been a momentous year for online services. The VAS/DCB industry has benefited 
from increased demand for online content ranging from entertainment, to information, and to 
technical tools.

VAS service mix in 2020
Video streaming, gaming and mixed content were the dominant types of VAS both in terms of 
traffic and number of active merchants. 

When combined, streaming, games and mixed content services made up 78% of all VAS advertising 
in 2020. 50% of all merchants provided one of these three services in 2020. 

Compliance rates for videos, games and mixed content matched the figures for overall VAS 
compliance in 2020. VAS were 90% compliant across all markets. At 95% compliant, video 
streaming services were the most compliant service, closely followed by games at 88% compliant, 
and mixed content at 87%. The least compliant type of VAS in 2020 were sweepstakes, which were 
only 52% compliant. However, sweepstakes only made up 1% of all global traffic, and are banned 
in many markets. For more on compliance see page 7.
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VAS advertising in 2020

In 2019, 54% of mobile advertising for VAS was delivered by Google Ads. Affiliate networks 
generated the rest of the advertising traffic. In 2020, we saw Google Ads increase their market 
share to 62%. We observed this rise in all markets, including those with low average revenue per 
user - where historically Google Ads had not been financially viable.

Some content providers have shifted towards buying traffic from Google Ads. Others have 
continued to use affiliate networks that have increasingly begun to generate clicks from social 
media. In 2020, social media promotions made up 17% of all Empello discoveries, and probably 
at least 35% of all VAS advertising.

Social media advertising allows affiliates to use highly targeted methods to maximise their 
conversion rate.
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This example demonstrates how VAS merchants can create safe and compliant sponsored 
Facebook posts targeted at users based on their location, age and data about pages they  
interact with.

However, other types of advertising found on social media are often fraudulent. For example, 
closed groups and messaging apps are breeding grounds for misleading advertising. For more 
on this see page 10.

The following example illustrates the value of targeted advertising on Facebook:

Bahrain, March 2020
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VAS compliance in 2020
The VAS/DCB industry across the world in 2020 was 90% compliant. However, we observed significant 
variations in compliance depending on the country and the time of year. At 99% compliant, the UK 
had the fewest cases of fraudulent traffic. On the contrary, the three markets with the lowest levels 
of compliance were:

   Saudi Arabia: 60% compliant 
   South Africa: 61% compliant 
   Egypt: 76% compliant

In 2020 FraudScan made approximately 60,000 discoveries that posed a high or medium risk 
to consumers. Fraudulent traffic drastically reduces consumers’ faith in a brand. For content 
providers this can lead to being blocked and sanctioned by regulators and operators. This can 
also put mobile network operators at risk as consumers can choose to switch providers if they 
feel their network is not doing enough to protect them from fraud. 
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Global compliance remained high throughout 2020. However we observed considerable 
discrepancies between markets. The above graph highlights three key patterns observed in 2020:

    Markets like Belgium and the UK have maintained very high levels of compliance 
throughout the year. 

    Other markets, like Egypt and Myanmar have made sustained improvements in compliance 
since the first quarter of 2020. 

    Saudi Arabia and South Africa have been consistently non-compliant. 

There is a strong correlation between compliance and number of active merchants in a market.
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We observed a downward trend in compliance as the number of active merchants in a market 
increased. The most striking comparison can be made between the UK and Egypt. With only 6 
active merchants, the UK VAS/DCB market was 99% compliant - comparatively Egypt was only 
76% compliant but has 51 active merchants. 

Compliance by number of active merchants
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An overview of the main compliance issues in 2020
The top three most prevalent compliance issues in 2020 were content locking, misleading 
flows and incorrect-opt ins. The next few pages will take a closer look at each of these types of 
fraudulent traffic.
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Content locking

Content locking is a form of incentivized traffic. Users are promised a reward that they can only 
access if  they subscribe to a premium service. Content locking often uses the name and logo 
of popular games, technology brands and streaming services to incentivise users to subscribe 
to a premium service. It is often discovered on social media, particularly on Instagram or TikTok 
where fraudsters claim to have organised a giveaway for their followers.

In the following example, users were told they would receive V Bucks for the Fortnite Battle 
Royale game if they subscribed to a VAS.

Côte d’Ivoire, August 2020

Misleading flow
Misleading flows trick consumers by promising money, gifts or rewards then redirect them to 
an unrelated VAS. In 2020 misleading ad-flows and banners made up 23% of all non-compliant 
traffic. These flows are often found on social media where fraudsters pose as brands or celebrities 
offering gifts. 

In 2020, push notifications were also a growing source of misleading flows. Users receive push 
notifications from websites after allowing them to send them notifications containing updates 
about their services. These notifications often contain misleading flows advertising VAS. Since 
2019 the number of push notifications advertising VAS has nearly tripled. In 2019 2.5% of all VAS 
traffic was discovered in push notification, by 2020 this number had reached 6%. 47% of these 
push notifications were non-compliant.

Social media and push notifications are used to avoid regulations and trick users with misleading 
flows. 

The following example illustrates how fraudsters can use closed social media channels such 
as Facebook groups, instant messaging, and private Twitter and Instagram accounts to trick 
consumers.
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This example highlights two key compliance issues:

    Misleading flow: users are told they will receive 1 million dollars if they click the link and 
answer the questions, they are later asked to answer a question and are redirected to a 
picture of a $300,000 check that they need to fill in. After completing all the steps, users are 
redirected to a VAS landing page.

    Brand passing-off: this ad-flow uses the name and branding of MBC Dream, a televised 
competition produced by MBC, a Saudi television channel. Passing-off as MBC Dream or its 
presenter Mostafa al-Agha is a major issue in Saudi Arabia and throughout the MENA region. 
Fraudsters use the competition’s well-known branding to trick users into subscribing to a 
premium service. This is a significant issue as it reduces consumers’ trust in the MBC brand 
that also manages VAS of its own. More information on MBC Dream scams here.

Adverts passing-off as well-known brands are often discovered in closed groups on social media 
which can only be detected by specialists who monitor local trends. 

Saudi Arabia, November 2020
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Incorrect opt-in
Incorrect opt-ins are one of the more complex forms of non compliant-traffic. Each mobile 
operator sets specific regulations for how to ensure users fully consent to their payment. In 
some markets content providers must obtain users’ full consent through OTP flows, in others 
header enrichment allows merchants to access consumers’ details which they then confirm by 
pressing a clearly labelled call-to-action button. When content providers do not follow these 
regulations, users can only partially and inadequately consent to being charged. 

In the following example, users were subscribed to a premium service immediately after 
entering their phone number. They did not confirm their subscription with an OTP  nor with a 
clearly labelled “subscribe” button. After entering their MSISDN on the landing page, users were 
redirected to a VAS welcome page.

With 8314 discoveries in 2020, incorrect opt-ins represented 10% of all non-compliant discoveries. 
Landing pages with incorrect opt-ins are a direct risk to consumers who unexpectedly subscribe 
to premium services. 

In total, landing pages that did meet the requirements for price proximity and prominence, 
button labelling, and opt-ins represented 27% of all non-compliance in 2020. Not following 
mobile operators’ regulations can lead consumers to complain to their network providers, which 
in turn can lead to merchants being sanctioned and suspended. 

The diversity of compliance issues found in VAS markets around the world cannot be tackled 
without specialised analysts trained to detect fraud in hard-to-find places. However, internet 
browsers and social media are not the only source of fraudulent traffic, as the following section 
will examine. 

Peru, May 2020
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In 2020, 70% of the traffic presented to Empello’s fraud prevention software FraudStop was 
blocked. The majority of blocked traffic came from in-app traffic. Large amounts of high risk clicks 
correlate with high volumes of in-app traffic.

Comparing Malaysia and Belgium can give us an insight into the role of apps in generating 
fraudulent traffic. In Malaysia 86% of clicks monitored by FraudStop were from in-app traffic, 95% 
of these were blocked due to fraudulent activity. At the other end of the spectrum, only 13% of 
clicks recorded in Belgium could be traced to apps and consequently only 3% of all transactions 
were blocked. 

What are malware apps? How can they harm consumers?
Malware apps containing Joker malware first hit the news in 2017 when they were used to steal 
personal data. Since then, they have continued to be used to collect personal data illegally and 
make payments without users’ consent. 

Most malware apps use Joker malware to bill android users without consent. This is known as 
“trojan” software as it simulates clicks and generates OTP codes to subscribe users to unwanted 
VAS.1 This form of malware is particularly dangerous as it requires users to interact with it 
directly. Malware apps claim to offer legitimate services such as wallpapers, quotes or games 
then perform malicious activity while users interact with the normal looking interface.2
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1 & 2: https://threatpost.com/joker-trojans-android/159595/
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The following example illustrates how malware apps found on the Google Play Store can steal 
users personal data and charge them without consent:

    Users download an app claiming to be a messaging service.
    The app interface is designed to resemble other messaging apps.
    Users are asked to agree to make this app the default messaging app - giving it access to 

contacts and calling services. Thanks to this interaction with the user, the Joker malware app 
is now able to steal the phone’s SMS information.

    After giving the app permission to access the phone’s information, the user received an SMS 
confirming their subscription to a VAS. 

This type of billing fraud, known as auto-subscription has become a widespread threat in 2020.

Auto-subcription campaigns through malware apps in 2020 
Previously, anti-fraud systems on the Google Play Store have meant malware apps could only 
be downloaded through third party app providers. However, a study by Zscaler has found that  
fraudsters have created up to 64 new versions of Joker software to evade the Google Play Store’s 
anti-fraud systems. This meant users were able to download malware apps from the Google Play 
Store 120,000 times in September 2020.3 This increase in availability has led to a 16% increase in 
auto-subscriptions detected by FraudScan from 2019 to 2020, despite anti-fraud solutions being 
implemented.  

Saudi Arabia, November 2020

3: https://threatpost.com/joker-trojans-android/159595/
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In 2020, the number of auto-subscriptions recorded manually on our test phones grew steadily. 
It reached its peak in September where 111 auto-subscriptions were identified. The apps were 
immediately blocked on our FraudStop payment protection software. This rise and fall in auto-
subscriptions reflects more or less successful attempts to curb advertising and payment fraud. 

The volume of auto-subscriptions varies considerably on a market by market basis depending 
on the compliance landscape:
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Looking at the global figures, the volume of auto-subscription campaigns fluctuated considerably 
throughout 2020:

Number of auto-subscription 

Compliance by number of auto-subscriptions 

There are slightly more auto-subscriptions in markets with lower overall compliance rates.
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Comparing the number of active merchants to the number of auto-subscriptions in 2020, 
we can see that in markets with more active merchants consumers are more at risk of auto-
subscriptions. This graph corroborates the correlation between the number of active merchants 
and compliance described in the graph on page 8. Markets in the Gulf region, and the highest 
numbers of auto-subscriptions, have many active merchants:

    UAE: 45 active merchants and 72 auto-subscriptions
    Saudi Arabia: 38 active merchants and 76 auto-subscriptions
    Qatar: 36 active merchants and 81 auto-subscriptions

Around the world, mobile operators have attempted to stop the spread of auto-subscription 
campaigns. Many have opted for 2-factor authentication via OTP. However, malware can now 
steal the OTP from the SMS inbox and insert it into the OTP confirmation box on a VAS landing 
page. 

Auto-subscriptions by number of active merchants

OTP flows: a flawed attempt to reduce payment fraud
In an attempt to curb payment fraud, many businesses have shifted to two-factor authentication 
using one-time passwords (OTP) delivered to customers via SMS. In the Gulf for example, many 
operators moved to OTP flows recently such as the UAE in 2019 and Qatar and Oman in mid 
2020. In the UK, at the end of November 2019, all services moved to OTP flow. Today OTPs are an 
integral part of mobile payment processes in many markets.

However, this two-factor authentication via OTP has been showing notable weaknesses. Wired 
Magazine reports that in 2017, a breach in a German bank’s two-factor authentication system led 
to thousands of bank accounts being emptied of funds.4 The VAS industry has also fallen foul to 
the weaknesses of two-factor authentication. The introduction of OTP flows has failed to protect 
consumers against the rise of auto-subscriptions through malware apps. Between 2019 and 2020 
we observed a 16% increase in auto-subscriptions detected by FraudScan. 
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The steep global upward trend in the number of auto-subscriptions is most prominent in the Gulf 
region despite the implementation of OTP flows to protect consumers. The most shocking increase 
in auto-subscriptions occurred in Qatar where the number of detected auto-subscriptions grew 
by 1250% between 2019 and 2020. The UAE also saw a 56% increase in auto-subscriptions.

Saudi Arabia is another troubling example of the increase in auto-subscriptions in the VAS 
market. FraudScan only began monitoring the VAS/DCB market in Saudia Arabia in May 2020. 
Since then, 76 auto-subscriptions were detected - more than were recorded in many countries 
over the whole 12 month period. 

In terms of numbers, South Africa was the country with the greatest total number of auto-
subscriptions. In the last year, we recorded a 44% increase in auto-subscriptions.

Given the growing risk of auto-subscriptions in 2020, we believe that VAS providers and mobile 
operators will have to implement payment protection software to protect their customers.
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4: https://www.wired.com/2017/05/fix-ss7-two-factor-authentication-bank-accounts/

Below are three examples of markets where the volume of auto-subscriptions has increased 
considerably in 2020:
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Our Predictions for 2021

2020 has been a year of multiplying risks and threats in the VAS/DCB industry. The rise of auto-
subscriptions and misleading flows are risks that must be mitigated. 

As we move into 2021, we expect these risks to continue to multiply, creating a greater need for 
content providers and mobile operators to protect their users.

Here are some our predictions for the year to come:

1) The continued rise of auto-subscriptions
The rapid increase in the number of auto-subscriptions in the last year continues to demonstrate 
the inadequacies of MSISDN/OTP flows in protecting consumers from auto-subscriptions. 

In the first few weeks of 2021, we have continued to manually test malware apps to detect and block 
auto-subscription campaigns. Their number has continued to increase exponentially. In Bahrain 
alone, FraudScan detected 44 auto-subscriptions in the first two weeks of 2021. This is already a 
greater quantity than was detected throughout all of 2020. We expect this trend to continue to 
put consumers at risk, unless content providers implement payment protection services on their 
landing pages

How can FraudStop prevent payment fraud?

By embedding anti-fraud software on payment pages, FraudStop will block fraudulent transactions 
before they affect consumers. Empello offers the most comprehensive protection possible, with 
our unique on-page and ad-flow approach. Payment page protection, means operators can return 
to convenient and user friendly header enrichment and 2-click flows. They can provide consumers 
a smooth payment process that guarantees protection from unexpected charges. 

Our specialised team in London manually tests hundreds of malware apps each month. They help 
build up a database of apps that FraudStop can block. In addition, FraudStop stops all transactions 
from suspicious sources including websites containing i-framing, all suspicious tokens and all 
suspected bot activity. 
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2) A growing need to monitor affiliate advertising on social media
In their analysis of the future of digital publishing in 2021, Fortumo predicts that advertising will 
no longer be the main source of revenue for online newspapers and magazines. With browsers 
such Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome looking to move away from third party cookies, targeted 
advertising can no longer be a one of their main revenue streams.5

What does this mean for the VAS/DCB industry? As many digital publishers look to move away from 
advertising in favour of subscriptions, VAS providers will have to advertise their services elsewhere. 
We expect to see growth in social media advertising via affiliates, which will need to be monitored 
carefully. Managing the risks to consumers will require greater transparency between merchants, 
aggregators and mobile operators.

How can FraudScan improve communication between networks and content providers?

Established in 2012, Empello’s FraudScan provides round the clock monitoring of VAS advertising 
on the web, social media, in push notifications and in apps. Our specialised team based in London 
detects regionally specific frauds that bots and proxies would not be able to identify. We are at 
the forefront of discovering new risks and threats to consumers. Our team is able to manually test 
new services on phones located in hard to reach areas including Iraq, Senegal and Cameroon. We 
advise content providers on landing page compliance before services go live. 

We provide our mobile operator and aggregator clients a comprehensive overview of all traffic on 
their networks. We alert them when we discover non-compliant traffic to give them the opportunity 
to block the source before consumers become affected. We also enable our content provider clients 
to buy traffic smartly and keep track of their affiliates by offering them invaluable market.

Through our regular monitoring combined with our 9 years experience operating in the industry, 
we are able to provide unparalleled data about VAS markets. Through our portal, clients can access 
detailed analysis of compliance rates and traffic. We aim to provide all clients with the data they 
need to improve their service. 

5: https://fortumo.com/blog/digital-publishing-trends-in-2021-whats-coming-up/
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